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A LETTER FROM OUR CEO

Our vision is a verse. We are making God’s promise in Psalm 68:6 to   
“set the lonely in families”   a reality to a new generation of children. 
We’re doing it in a way that will outlast every nonprofit (including us)
because we’re doing it one church at a time. 

This report revisits 2020, a year that challenged Promise at every turn. 
As you look back with us, know how much I appreciate you. Your service 
and giving are God’s provision for our mission! Today, we are blessed to 
serve 658 churches in 22 states across The Promise Network. 

1,000 FAMs (church-based Family Advocacy Ministries) is our goal 
in 2021. The effect of 1,000 will be the equivalent of a $10,000,000 
annual infusion of support into the child welfare system, across a 
targeted 30 states. 

I invite you to join with us as we pursue the goal. Together our work will impact 
over 10,000 children in 2021, setting and keeping the otherwise lonely, 
physically, emotionally, and spiritually strong, through family. 

Let's go.

Andy Cook, CEO
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M O V E M E N T

- PSALM 68:6Families
GOD SETS THE LONELY IN



OUR MISSION + VISION

M O V E M E N T

"God sets the lonely in families.” - Psalm 68:6

Our goal is to mobilize church communities to care for vulnerable 
children and we carry out this mission by equipping churches to 
support local foster & adoptive families, and biological families in 
crisis. 

By training churches on how to create and lead successful Family 
Advocacy Ministries (FAMs), we’re working toward seeing every 
child in a safe and loving family, forever. 

In 2008, a family’s experience led to this journey toward caring 
for vulnerable children. After waiting seven years to bring their 
daughter home from Kyrgyzstan, their passion to see every child 
in a safe, loving family was undeniable. Promise686 began and 
since then, we’ve assisted 400 children coming home through 
adoption and inspired hundreds of families to foster through 
our Family Advocacy Ministry initiative in churches.

THE ADOPTION STORY THAT LED TO A
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WHAT ARE FAMs?

It takes time, money, and emotion to prioritize at-risk kids and their families. We’re 
grateful when a church partner decides to make this investment to care for vulnerable 
children, and we want to do all we can to help push forward their mission.

To alleviate the stress and confusion that can come with creating any new ministry, in 
2020 we honed in on our step-by–step model called Family Advocacy Ministries (FAMs). 
Promise686 implements FAMs to help bring about positive impact in the lives of 
vulnerable children by:

• Recruiting & Equipping families to care for at-risk kids 
• Serving foster & adoptive families, and biological families in crisis
• Advocating on behalf of families and vulnerable children
• Ministering to families and meeting physical, emotional, and spiritual needs  

Through the generosity of our donors, Promise provides the training, resources, and 
guidance needed to empower church leaders, ministry leaders, and volunteers to set 
up and maintain successful FAMs. By creating a support system for vulnerable children 
and their families, needs are met and lives are changed. 
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FA MILY ADVOCACY MINISTRIES  (FAMs)
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In February 2020, two sisters with a total of 
four children, three of whom are autistic, had 
a bedbug infestation. The family had to move 
out of the house for over a month and all fabric 
home items like mattresses and sofas had to be 
burned due to severe infestation. Because of 
shelter-in-place, new items couldn't be delivered 
to this family for the entire month. 
God provided support through a FAM who 
worked with nearby ministry partners and 
families to meet this request using the 
CarePortal platform, allowing the children and 
parents to stay together. 

Cingo donated their pest control services three 
times throughout the month to help get rid of 
the infestation. Members of the church donated 
two queen beds, a full mattress, and money for 
twin mattresses. Partner ministries and families 
in the area donated linens, towels, blankets, and 
furniture. 

Because of the way this church's FAM quickly 
spread the word and recruited help in meeting 
this family's need, especially during the 
COVID-19 crisis, this family safely moved back 
into their home last spring. 

A FAM IN

action



OUR
strategy

PREVENTION

INTERVENTION

CONNECTION



PREVENT at-risk children from entering foster care by supporting biological 
families in crisis.
In many cases, an at-risk child already lives with a loving, biological family, but 
that family isn’t fully equipped to care for their child in that season. Sometimes 
a house payment or grocery bill could mean the difference between a child 
staying with family or entering foster care. Churches, when aware and educated, 
have the opportunity to support a biological family in crisis and help keep that 
family together.

INTERVENE in a child’s life when the state intervenes in a child’s life.
When neglect or abuse is involved, the state will intervene. This means it’s 
time for the Church to intervene. Promise686 and our church partners are not 
equipped to determine whether a family is a good fit for fostering or adoption. 
That’s up to the state. What we can and should do, however, is come around our 
local foster and adoptive families to provide a support system.

CONNECT children to families, forever.
We provide adoption grants and resources to help families understand the 
adoption process, learn how to care for adopted children, create a healthy, 
loving environment for their kids, and bring vulnerable children home. 

   Our goal is to see every child in a safe and loving family, forever.   
   Why? Because children need families.

We’re excited to announce our FAM model, powered by our three-step 
strategy, has now grown to 658 churches and 31 affiliates in 22 states.

Ready to learn more about how Family Advocacy Ministries work and the impact 
they have on vulnerable children? Let’s dive in.
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C HURC H ADVOCATES  + CLINICS
 

Church Advocates are one resource Family Advocacy Ministries provide for 
vulnerable children and their families. These key leaders work with Promise686 
to create and lead a FAM within their local church. We first train Church 
Advocates at our Promise686 Clinics and then provide ongoing support from our 
staff. 

At the Clinics, these Advocates learn how to set up a new FAM, recruit and 
lead volunteers, utilize our church software program called Promise Serves, 
raise awareness around the needs of vulnerable children, and coordinate Care 
Communities to serve families in need.  

VIRTUAL CLINICS
 

Like many events in 2020, our Clinics became virtual. Because of today’s 
pandemic, we shifted our traditional, in-person Clinic model to better fit social 
distancing guidelines. What we didn’t expect, however, was a more efficient 
Clinic model! 

Going virtual allowed our team to host Clinics more often. It also allowed 
Advocates to tune in from anywhere in the country. 

In fact, this year alone, we hosted 21 Clinics, training 450 
Church Advocates to launch and lead new FAMs.

We're incredibly grateful for the impact Church Advocates have on their 
volunteers, the families they’re serving, and the local community.
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AWARE NE SS + RECRUITMENT

One goal of a Family Advocacy Ministry is to raise awareness and inspire caring 
for vulnerable children. We equip church leaders, Advocates, and their FAMs 
to spread awareness around fostering & adoption needs, recruit new foster & 
adoptive families, enlist new volunteers to support these families, and educate 
foster & adoptive families to provide safe and loving homes.
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“As I came to this Clinic, I felt overwhelmed with wanting to start something at my church 
but not knowing exactly what it would look like or where to start...but this is IT! God 
put this vision in my heart, and now holding the blueprints to help it come together 
is a true gift. The Promise686 team was amazing! They did a great job teaching and 
interacting with just a computer screen. I was super impressed! The resources you have 
to offer to launch a FAM are amazing. It is SO good to not have to reinvent the wheel. 
Thank you!”

– Church Advocate & 2020 Clinic Graduate, Virtual Clinic



CARE COMMUNITIES

When churches recruit a new foster or adoptive family, or become aware of a local family in 
crisis, the next step is to provide that family with a strong support system. Traditionally, over 
50% of foster parents drop out of the system within their first year of fostering. When foster 
families are surrounded by strong Care Communities, however, 90% will continue fostering 
after one year. 

Care Communities create the opportunity to be the hands and feet of Jesus by serving families 
who are caring for vulnerable children with meals, babysitting, prayer, and much more. FAMs 
increase the number of Care Communities for families across the United States, and ultimately, 
help raise at-risk kids in safe, loving homes. 
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"Last Tuesday, [our Care Community] literally showed up after I had rushed out the 
door for the ER... They prayed, talked to the kids, and left dinner. They checked in 
numerous times over those next few days. On Friday they showed up with homemade, 
DELICIOUS birthday cupcakes and sang 'Happy Birthday' to our newest girl. Yesterday 
they came with dinner, listened as I fretted about today's court date, and again 
promised to pray. Today they checked in regarding the court case. 

I feel like we've known them for much 
longer than a couple of weeks. The Lord 
knew we needed support right now. 

Ordinarily I like to just 'handle' things. I 
love to help and serve others. It has been 
a blessing to be on the receiving end of 
that these last couple weeks."

- Foster Mom, supported by a FAM  in Las Vegas

CARE  COMMUNITY IN  ACTION



CAREPORTAL

Promise686 implements CarePortal in Georgia, a tool to help churches care for vulnerable 
children by meeting the needs of families in crisis.

CarePortal is a technological platform that has already served 79,021 children. Via a simple 
email request, CarePortal provides entry-level opportunities to connect a network of caring 
people in churches to physical needs of families in their community. This network can 
provide preventative support for struggling families before foster care is a necessity. When 
the intervention of foster care does become a necessity, CarePortal also supports the foster 
families who are welcoming these children. Currently, 104 churches in Georgia are using the 
CarePortal tool, through their FAMs, to serve local at-risk kids.

In 2020, we launched CarePortal in two new counties: DeKalb and 
Fulton. Thus far, CarePortal has created...
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Grants
“We just wanted to thank Promise686 for 
the help with our legal grant. Our adoption 
was official on October 2nd, 2020!”

-The Brittingham Family
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Since we began in 2007, Promise686 has awarded over $3.5 million, helping 
over 400 children and families connect for a lifetime.

CHILDREN NEED
Because

Families

WE’VE AWARDED OVER $210,000 IN ADOPTION GRANTS THIS YEAR



THE PROMISE NETWORK

+ nationwide growth

658 
CHURCHES 

NATIONWIDE

289 
GEORGIA 

CHURCHES

22
STATES 31 

AFFILIATED
NONPROFITS



The 400,000 children in foster care in the United States are immensely underserved. To 
care for these children, we lean into partnerships with churches and organizations, 
knowing that together we can make a greater impact. Since the beginning, our approach 
has been to collaborate first and understand what is being done, then determine needs 
and develop partnerships. This goal of caring for vulnerable children isn’t possible in 
isolation. We recognize the need for collaboration and work diligently to build 
partnerships with others working toward our same vision.

This partnership is called The Promise Network: a group of churches and organizations 
nationwide that are committed to living the promise God makes in Psalm 68:6 “to set 
the lonely in families.” As part of The Promise Network, our partners receive training, 
resources, and ongoing staff support from Promise686.

Because of our generous donors, we were able to continue 
mobilizing churches in 2020, growing The Promise Network to 658 
CHURCHES NATIONWIDE. 

While we currently serve 289 CHURCHES IN GEORGIA, we work with 31 AFFILIATES 
across 22 STATES to care for a larger number of vulnerable children across the country.

In 2020, we’ve been able to award $167,860 in grants to 21 of our 
affiliated nonprofits to support their FAMs. 

Did you know we partner with Christian Alliance for Orphans to work toward the “More 
than Enough” goal? “More than Enough” is defined as 10% of churches in every county 
having an active Family Advocacy Ministry.

Currently, More than Enough Advocates represent 439 counties across 47 states. The 
goal is for 10% of churches in every county to be involved in foster care by 2025. Learn 
more at morethanenoughtogether.org.

MORE THAN ENOUGH



2 0 1 9  F U N D R A I S E R S

2020 events
BY THE NUMBERS
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MADE FOR HOME, at Home
In spite of the pandemic, we still believe all children are made for home. Because of the 
pandemic, vulnerable children are becoming even more vulnerable. That’s why we decided to 
move forward with our annual fall benefit and this year, we leaned on host homes to help 
make this a possibility!

In 2020, we had 30 hosts open their home to a few friends with the goal of sharing about 
Promise686 and Family Advocacy Ministries. In total, we had over 250 guests attend a Made 
for Home, at Home event around Metro Atlanta and Chicago, supporting our mission of 
mobilizing church communities to care for vulnerable children. 

Alongside the dinner parties, we hosted our annual Silent Auction with items like destination 
getaways, sports experiences, date nights, outdoor adventures, designer bags and 
accessories, and more.

We raised $155,000 plus a matching gift of $125,000 
through Made for Home, at Home
Thank you to all those who participated in Made for Home by hosting, attending, sponsoring, 
bidding, or supporting. Because of your generosity, we're able to launch more FAMs in 2021!



THE PROMISE686 RACE
TO END THE CYCLE OF FOSTER CARE



In 2020, we hosted the first-ever Promise686 Race as a 6-week virtual event with weekly 
fitness challenges called “Disruption Zones.” Each Disruption Zone highlighted one of the 
many challenges children in foster care face.

WHY THE PROMISE686 RACE?

Foster care is notorious for its unrelenting and unending cycle. Kids face family breakdown, 
placement in an unfamiliar home, disruption, and too often, disruption again. Sadly, many 
children age-out of foster care without a permanent or lasting sense of family.

Most people are unaware of this vicious reality. That's why we created a race that tells the 
story. By taking on The Promise686 Race, participants helped create awareness for 
vulnerable children, while also raising money to supply what they need most––strong 
families.

376 participants joined together to engage 933 
donors, raising a total of $322,400 to support FAMs!

There are 400,000 children in foster care nationwide. 100% of funds raised go toward our 
work of caring for vulnerable children across the nation. Join us for the Spring 2021 Promise 
Race!



In 2020, we launched the first-ever FAM Leadership Advance: a virtual conference 
for our affiliate and advocates. The theme was "refuel" and the content emphasized 
the importance of unity and collaboration.

We had over 200 registered attendees, representing over 120 
different churches across 18 states.

unity 
ahead

almost
there!

Refuel
FAM LEADERSHIP ADVANCE
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FUN 
NEWS
in 2020



WE SAID HELLO TO A NEW TEAM MEMBER!
Jeremy Doublestein, Director of Promise Serves
Jeremy began volunteering with Promise686 in 2016 as a Church 
Advocate. In 2017, he built a web application to keep the volunteers at his 
multi-campus church organized. Over the next 12 months, this grew into 
what is currently Promise Serves. Jeremy contracted with Promise686 to 
build out the functionality of Promise Serves to accommodate the needs 
of Promise686’s affiliate partners until January of 2020 when he officially 
joined the Promise686 team full time. His wife Suzanne and their four 
adopted children enjoy homesteading in a small town east of Atlanta.

2020 PROMISE AWARDS

Soccer Friends Matter, an annual soccer 
tournament founded by Christine Witzel, raises 
money for kids in foster care to play sports who 
otherwise couldn’t afford the many costs that 
come with these opportunities. The first two 
tournaments have raised over $5,000 and have 
given dozens of children the means to play on 
school and recreational teams. As the tournament 
continues to grow, more kids in foster care will 
be able to do what they love... play! We love your 
heart for children in foster care, Christine!

Kings Food Service, an Atlanta, GA food service 
company, generously donates their produce to 
foster and adoptive families in the Metro Atlanta 
area! The idea originally came from the owner, 
Dariush Sarvghad (pictured above with his family), 
who has a heart for vulnerable children and 
desires to serve local families. Volunteers drive a 
truckload of fresh produce to numerous families 
each week, allowing parents to choose their own 
fruits and vegetables, at no cost. Thank you for 
the way you serve children and families, Dariush!
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PROMISE SERVES
Promise Serves is a software platform we built in-house to serve our affiliate and church 
partners. This tool is designed to meet the custom needs that Family Advocacy Ministries 
require. Promise Serves minimizes the burden that many times comes along with serving 
by decreasing the amount of admin work for our advocates and increasing the longevity of 
church volunteers.

Since we've launched Promise Serves, over 460 churches have used 
this tool to serve over 2,200 vulnerable children across the country.

Since its creation, Promise Serves has been known for its core features like "best matching" volunteers 
with nearby families, administrative tools, and multi-campus church capabilities.

In 2020, we added additional features to further serve our affiliates and advocates, like: 

• Support for virtual events
• A streamlined sign-up / digital response card
• New resources section
• Printable calendar view
• Temporary Care Community and Primary Care Community support
• Location maps that show churches, volunteers, families, and prospective families
• Church staff / advocate reports

NEW FEATURES IN 2020

To learn more about Promise Serves, visit: promise686.org/about-promise-serves



FAM

MINISTRY

FAMILY ADVOCACY MINISTRY

Because children need families



THANK YOU
The impact made in 2020 wouldn't be possible without the generosity of our 
donors. If you supported Promise686 this past year, we want to sincerely thank 
you for your gift. You've helped make an impact in the lives of vulnerable children 
across the country!

WE'D LOVE TO SEE MORE OF YOU IN 2021!
At Promise686, we want to mobilize church communities to care for vulnerable 
children, and we're inviting you to join us. Stay in touch with our team or get 
involved with our mission.

Visit promise686.org/fams to learn how to bring a FAM to your church or attend a 
Clinic and learn how to care for vulnerable children.

Follow us on social media to stay updated on our progress in 2021: @promise686

To support our mission, visit promise686.org/donate or give by check:

Promise686
19 Holcomb Bridge Road
Norcross, GA 30071

JOIN OUR MISSION. BECAUSE CHILDREN NEED FAMILIES.

promise686.org

WAYS TO GIVE



19 HOLCOMB BRIDGE ROAD
NORCROSS, GA 30071

promise686.org    •   promise686.org/donate


